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1 Introduction

Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar (LTAG) is a tree-generating system that forms a language by a
set of derived trees. LTAG is a Mildly Context Sensitive Grammar (MCSG). The elementary units of
rewriting in this formalism are basic syntactic structures, which are represented in the form of trees,
called elementary trees. Elementary trees are combined by substitution and adjunction operations to
form derived/derivation trees. Each each elementary tree is associated with a word of language, called
the anchor, and defines a syntactic environment in which the anchor can appear.

LTAGs are famous for their ability in representing the structural descriptions of syntactic phenomena
(Kroch and Joshi, 1985; Frank, 2004). The power of this formalism is the direct result of the way it
factors out recursions and dependencies from the domain of locality. Moreover, the virtue of having the
extended domain of locality allows the grammar to impose syntactic and semantic constraints on the
relevant arguments of the same elementary structure.

Complexity of parsing is an obstacle to real-world applications of LTAGs (Satta, 1994). In the worst
case, the TAG parsing takes O(n6) time and O(n4) space to parse a sentence of length n. Researchers
try to improve the performance of parsing in TAG by limiting the robustness of the formalism.

Tree-Insertion Grammar (TIG) is a limited variant of TAG which combines the efficiency of Context-
Free Grammars (CFG) with the lexicalizing power of the TAG formalism (Schabes and Waters, 1995).
The main difference between TIG and TAG is the adjunction restriction of TIG, which does not allow
it to generate context-sensitive languages. The language generated by a TIG is a context-free language
whose sentences can be parsed in O(n3) time.

Here, I propose to build a statistical model to combine the advantages of LTAGs with LTIGs. The
research will focus on two specific grammar for English, the English XTAG grammar (XTAG-Group,
2001), and the automatically extracted LTIG used by the MICA parser (Bangalore et al., 2009). The
former grammar is a well-known hand-crafted LTAG developed by the XTAG Research Group at the
University of Pennsylvania. The elementary trees of the XTAG grammar are annotated with feature
structures which serve to make the grammar independent of a certain textual domain The latter gram-
mar is a data-driven LTIG, which has been automatically extracted from Penn Treebank using Chen’s
grammar extraction method (Chen, 2001). The grammar contain a large number of elementary trees and
statistical information about their occurrence in syntactic environments. Unlike the XTAG grammar,
the MICA grammar is dependent on the domain on which it was trained. Nonetheless, it can provide
suitable coverage of the syntactic phenomena of its training corpus, the Penn Treebank.

I will use the synchronous context-free grammar (SCFG) (Aho and Ullman, 1969) to model the
interrelationships between the grammars. The two main reasons for this choice are as follows. First,
the problem of TAG linking can be seen as a translation task in which a sequence of elementary trees
of a source TAG is translated into a sequence of elementary trees of another target TAG. The source
and the target elementary tree sequences are assumed to be assigned to the same sentence. Second,
SCFGs are suitable for modeling long-distance dependencies between discontinuous MICA elementary
tree sequences assigned to discontinuous multiword expressions. Multi word expressions (MWE) are
lexical items that are made up of multiple simplex words (e.g., nominal compounds, idioms, and verb-
particle constructions) (Kim and Baldwin, 2010). The synchronous context-free grammar is expected to
be able to associate appropriate multi-anchor XTAG elementary trees (i.e., the elementary trees anchored
in more than one word) with both continuous and discontinuous sequences of MICA elementary trees
assigned to multiword expressions. The multi-anchor elementary trees in the English XTAG grammar
model syntactic environments for the multiword expressions (MWEs) in English.
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To this end, I will build a parallel corpus annotated with the XTAG and MICA elementary trees.
Then, I will train a SCFG on that corpus using the SCFG extraction method proposed in Chiang (2005).
The resulting model would be examined both intrinsically and extrinsically. In the intrinsic evaluation,
I will study the corresponding XTAG and MICA elementary tree sequences which form the rules of the
SCFG. Especially, I will examine the properties and nature of the non-terminals of the SCFG. I believe
that the synchronous context-free grammar can give us some theoretical hints about the commonalities
of LATGs and LTIGs that are helpful for future researches in grammar engineering. In the extrinsic
evaluation, I will use the model as a parser for XTAG grammar and study the effect of the model on the
quality of parsing in the XTAG grammar.

2 Literature Review

The linguistically motivated properties of the English XTAG grammar (XTAG-Group, 2001), alongside
the robustness of the grammar as an LTAG in encapsulating constituency and dependency structures
of languages encourages some researchers to link the grammar with other grammars for English. In
general, two major categories of methods have been proposed for this aim: context independent and
context dependent methods. The first category consists of methods based on structural similarities of
elementary units of the grammars regardless of their contextual environment. The work presented in
Chen (2001), Xia and Palmer (2000), and Ryant and Kipper (2004) belong to this category. The second
category consists of methods that attempt to base the bridge on the behaviors of the grammars in similar
syntactic environments. The mapping approach presented in Basirat and Faili (2013) belongs to this
category.

All of the aforementioned methods discard multi-anchor elementary trees of the XTAG grammar. It
is because target grammars in these methods contain only single-anchor elementary trees. The target
grammars in these models are built based on the assumption that the XTAG multi-anchor elemen-
tary trees are same as single-anchor elementary trees except that some nodes of them are expanded.
Consequently, these grammars have no clue about the idiomatic meaning of multiword expressions.

This research can be considered as a follow up to the work presented in Basirat and Faili (2013).
Using a first-order Hidden-Markov Model (HMM), Basirat and Faili (2013) could find some elementary
trees of the grammars that refer to the same syntactic environment for their anchor. The Basirat
and Faili (2013)’s experiments was focused on only the single-anchor elementary trees of the XTAG
grammar. The two reasons that they ignore the multi-anchor elementary trees are as follows. First, the
MICA grammar contains only single anchor elementary trees. The grammar does not adopt any specific
strategy for multiword expressions. Second, the HMM is not powerful enough to model the many-to-one
relationships between MICA and XTAG elementary trees assigned to a sentence.

3 Research Objective and Approach

The main goal of the project is to enable MICA grammar to use the semantic representation provided
for the XTAG grammar. To this end, I will build a statistical model to link the elementary trees of the
XTAG grammar with the elementary trees of the MICA grammar. The main characteristics of such a
model is that it is a context-dependent model (i.e., the elementary trees are mapped onto each other
with respect to their contextual environment. In addition, unlike the previous work presented in Basirat
and Faili (2013), the new model is used to handle both single-anchor and multi-anchor elementary trees
of the XTAG grammar.

In order to reach the goals, we need to pursued the following more specific goals: (1) collecting training
data, and (2) training a statistical model on the training data. The training data would be a parallel
corpus annotated with both XTAG elementary trees and MICA elementary trees. For each sentence
s = w1, . . . , wn, the parallel corpus would contains an XTAG elementary tree sequence T x = tx1 , . . . , t

x

k

and a MICA elementary tree sequence Tm = tm
1
, . . . , tm

n
where k ≤ n. The inequality k ≤ n is because

the XTAG multi-anchor elementary trees can be assigned to more than one word in s, hence T x can be
shorter than Tm.

The MICA elementary tree sequences can straightforwardly be collected using the MICA supertagger.
The supertagger is able to generate an ordered list of elementary tree sequences for each sentence. The
best one can be put in the parallel corpus. However, there is not such a supertagger for the XTAG
grammar. In this situation, the set of elementary tree sequences can be extracted from the set of
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derivation trees which, in turn, can be generated by the available parser for the XTAG grammar.1 The
output of the parser for any input sentence is an ambiguous and large set of derived and derivation trees
with no clear criteria of priority between them. In some cases, the number of parse trees reach a peak
of 1015 parse trees for a sentence with a length of around 20 words. Since the parser does not rank the
derivation trees, any ambiguity in the derivation trees will remain in the set of elementary tree sequences.
So we need to disambiguate them before using them in the parallel corpus. This is one of the problems
that needs to be tackled in this project.

After building such the parallel corpus, the second goal is to extract a synchronous context-free
grammar from the corpus. The SFCG models the relations between the corresponding subsequences
of XTAG and MICA elementary trees. The grammar can be extracted using the grammar extraction
method proposed in Chiang (2005). The output of this method would be a hierarchical phrase-based
statistical machine translation (SMT) model. The hierarchical phrase-based model would contain a set
of hierarchical phrases that form a synchronous context-free grammar to model both continuous and
discontinuous sequences of corresponding XTAG and MICA elementary tree.
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